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ABSTRACT : 

This paper is devoted to study a class of differential games for distributed parame- 
ter systems. Essentially we study a Nash equilibrium point for a system governed by 
a parabolic equation. A method based on the SCARF-HANSEN [I] algorlthm~or~solution 
of non-cooperative games is given. 

i - I~T~ODUC~ION 

The general formulation ofnon-cooperative games is the following . 

Q Let h i i=1,2,...,n be a family of Banach spaces 

C11) I and Ji i : i , 2  . . . . .  n a f a ~ l ~  of f~ctionals, each of 

Ithsm being defined on h = ~ Then we have the following : U i . 
i=I 

Definition 

Let ~ad be a subset of 
fies : 

h, a point u ( had is a Nash equilibrium point if it satis- 

I 
Ji(Ul .... ui_1,ui,ui+ I , .... Un) ~ Ji(Ul, .... ui_1,vi,ui+1 ,~oo,U n) 

(1.2) for all v i such that 

(U1,o..,v i ..... ,u n) ( Uad 

This definition follows the paper of Nash [I]° The main result is then, 

Theorem I.I ROSEN [I] 

We assume that 

(I .3) 

(~ .4) 

had is a convex compact subset of h 

the maD~in~ v ~Ji(v) is continuous on ~ and the maDDing 

v i ~ JiCv1,o.o,vi,...,Vn) 

is convex and continuous on h, for i=1,2,o.°,n. 

Then there exists at least an equilibriumpoint on had. 

In order to be able to treat the infinite dimensionnal case we have the following ex- 
tension of the result of ROSEN° 
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Theorem Io2 

If h i is a reflexive Banaoh space for i=1,2,o..,n and ha d is a closed boun- 
(1.5) ded convex subset of h then Theorem 1.1 still holds with assumption 41.4) with 

continuity in the weak topology of h o • 

Remark I. I 

Uniqueness of the solution requires more specific (and unfortunately restrictive) hy- 
pothesis. The following assumption is as extension of monotonicity property : 

th 
If J is Gateaux-differentiable with respect to its i component and verifies the 
fol lowing proper ty  : 

(1.6)I ~ here exists a k1~Ji bJi ..... k n kilO such that 

liS=T i 4u) - ui -v i )  i o 

where 4,). denote the duality pairin~ between V and V I then there exists a unique 
• l l l • 

equ11, point. • 

II - A CLASS OF DIFFERENTIAL GAMES 

Now we can state our game in the frame of optimal control theory for linear parabolic 
systems (of. LIONS [I])o 

Let V and H be two Hilbert spaces with V dense in H with continuous injection so that 
we have 

V c H = H' cV' o 

In addition we consider a family of operator 

A(t) E ~(V;V') t E [0,T] 
and 

If f 

42.1 ) 

{B i £ ~(hi;L240,T;V')}i=1,2 ..... n. 

given in L2(0,T;V ') et Yo E H we may consider the parabolic system is 

1% 
~'t A4t)y f D B.l v. sur ]O,T[ ! i=1 

y(o) = Yo " 

The equation admits a unique solution y(v) depending continuously on v under assump- 
tion of "measurability" of A(t) and coerci~*ity of A(t) : 

(A(t)9'~)V, V + >- ll lJ  v v. 

Observation is given by a family of criteria 

Ji4v) = ~i(Y4V)) + 8i(v ) where ~i is convex continuous in y and 
(2.2) 

@i is convex continuous with respect to vi, for i=1,2,...,n 

continuous with aspect to v. 
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If we assume that had is convex compact we can apply directly Theorem 1.1. If had 

is compact only for the weak topology of h (ego ~ad is a bounded closed convex sub- 
set of h) then we need a further assumption : 

(2.3) 
v ~ ¢ ( y ( ~ ) )  + el(V) 

l is continuous for the weak topology of ~ 

An~example of this situation is the following : 

The linear-quadratic problem with distributed observation 

We know (cf. LIONS [I]) that the solution y(v) of (2oi) belongs to W(0,T) where 

(2.4) w(o,~) = {~ ~ L2(O,T~V)I ~ E L2(0,T;V')I 

which is an Hilbert space with the norm 

= + l l ~ . ( t ) l l v , } d t  ° 

l~k~rthermo~e if the injection of V into H is compact then "the injection of 
(2.6) IW in~= L~(0,T;H) is csmpact"o 

Hence if we consider the family of functional 

(2°7) ai(v) = ~ly(v)-zd11 at 
1 

The assumption (1.6) is verified ; then we have : 

Theorem 2.1 

The linear-quadratic game given b 2 (2oi) and (2.2) admits at least an equilibrium 
point in the bounded closed convex subset had __of h,.under, assumption (2.6). 

Remark 2. I 

Another approach for existence of a Nash point is, in the case of uncoupled contraints 

n 

(2.8) ha d = ~ had, i l~ad,i c hi 
i=I 

is the thesry of variational inequalities (cf. BENSOUSSAN [I], BENSOUSSAN-LIONS- 
TEMAM [I]) and the compactness argument of Theorem 2°I corresponds to a pseudo- 
monotonicity property (in terminology of LIONS [2]) of the operator ~defined by 

bJ 
1 

(2.9) ~u),v) = D (~-VT(ui),vi). • 
l 

III - AN ALGORITHM FOR SOLUTION OF THE GAME 

In this section we give an example of a feasible algorithm (~or solution of the game) 
based upon a method of SCARF [I ]o 

If we consider the function 
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n 

(3.1) z(~,v) : D Ji(Ul .... ,ui_1,vi,ui+ I, .... i) 
i=I 

it is easy to show that the equilibrium point (I)is a fixed point for the mapping 

(3°2) u-,r(~)= {VCUadl z(~,v)_<Z(u,w) v ,CUaa}.  

Let us note that the mapping (3.2) is a point-to-point mapping in the case of strict 
convexity ~f J. for i=1,2,...,n. 

l 
It follows from this remark that the search of a Nash point for the game is equiva- 
lent to the seerch of a fixed point for (3.2). 

The original algorithm of SCARF consists in finding a fixed point for a continuous 
mapping F of a simplex of R N in itself. Let S be the simplex of R N : 

N 

s= {v~a N/ v i~0 D vi=1} ° 
i=1 

and let us consider a partition T k of S in sub-simplices S I ,...,Sk. The principle of 

the method is to give a systematic way for walking over the vertices of the triangu- 
lation up to a vertex u "~hich is not far from its imag@ r(u)',. More precisely the 
result is 

Theorem 3.1 (SCARF [I-]). 
Let s > 0 be ~iven. Then there exists a partition T k of S (in sub-simplices) such 
that the final vertex u of the al~oritkm satisfies. 

llr(u)-~l~s° • 

Remark 3oi 

There is an other version of this algorithm which finds a fixed point for a continuous 
mapping of a convex polyedron in itself but the principle of the method is the same. • 

Remark 3o2 

There are many others algorithm to solve a fixed point problem (to say nothing of con- 
traction mappings ! ), but there are all based upon the SPERNER's lemma. Hence they 
p~ssess a combinatorial aspect very sensitive to the dimensionality cf. EAVES [I ], 
~ N  [ I ] .  , 

An implementable version of the SCARF's algorithm is due to SCARF-HANSEN [2]. m 

IV - AN EXAMPLE 

Let ~ be an open subset of R p, F its boundary, T > 

q=~×]O,T[, D=rx]o,T[. 

We consider the following equation 

0 given and 

(I) In the case of uncoupled constraints (2°8). 
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( 4 . ~ )  

dy_~ ~ (ai(~) ~y n 
i=I ~xi 5-~') = f + D vj(t) 6(x-cj) 

i j=1 

ylZ = 0 

y(x,O) = yo(X) 

where c. are given points in ~ o 
J 

If we denote by y(v) the unique solution of (4.1) with v~(vl,...,Vn) then we intro- 

duce the family of functionals : 

T T 2 
(4.2) Ji(v) =f0 ~Q. ly(x,t;v)- zdi(x,t)12dxdt+vi~0 Ivi(t)l dt (vi ~0 ) 

l 

Oi being a subset of ~ with meas. (Qi) ~ 0 for i=1,2,...no Then if we introduce 

Uad,i = {vi(t)l~ i _< vi(t) <_ ~i} ° 

We can define our game by : 

(4.3) "To find a Nash point for the family of functionals (4.2)"° 

Remark 4ol 

In spite of the (relative) simplicity of this problem, we cannot apply directly the 
theory of section 2 because of the Dirac's measures in (4oI). But this difficulty 
can be skipped easily by using an approximation of the 8-function° 

Remark 4.2 

This game is an idealization of an economic problem arising in allocation of water 
resources between regions. 

The first equation Qf (4oi) represents the pressure of water in a phreatiCo This 
phreatic supplies regions, each of them represented by its withdrawal : 

~j (t) S(x-cj) 

where c is the location of the well number j and vj(t) is the flow-rate of water, 
3 

The cost function given by (4.2) has no direct interpretation° Actually it is neces- 
sary to modelize the economical structure of the region to exhibit the dependance of 
the profit with respect to the supply of water° 

For a general approach of this problem Cfo BREDEHOEFT-YOUNG [I ]. 

Remark 4o 5 

The SCARF's algorithm is not directly applicable to problem (4.3) but it is possible 
to use a method analogous to the relaxation method combined with SCARF's algorithm 
cf. YVON [I ]o , 
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